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Unfortunately, active shooter incidents continue to be in the news and media outlets.
While it is difficult to accept the need to prepare for such an event there are necessary
precautions campuses should take, beginning with an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP).
This whitepaper will focus on identifying protective assets every security team should
consider and how they can provide the greatest amount of information possible to first
responders and to the campus community in an emergency situation.

ACTIVE SHOOTER DRILLS
To start, it is important that campuses have an active shooter drill in place and that it is practiced with students, faculty and staff
routinely. It is the duty of trusted security professionals to plan, train and review active shooter scenarios including dangerous
panic-driven false alarms.
Over the last few years many lessons have been learned from detailed analysis of active shooter scenarios, including the
characteristic behavior of a shooter, response and movement of a targeted population and the critical informational needs of
first responders. This new data has created opportunities for campus safety professionals to form thorough, cost effective plans
that help mitigate impact during an unwanted event and improve overall speed and effectiveness of the necessary response.
In order to create a data-driven plan, campus security professionals must research the latest technologies that provide the
real-time information essential in preparing for the unexpected. These solutions can be used to create a strategy focused on
optimized communication and coordinated response time, and should be identified in your EOP.
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COMMUNICATION AND SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
One such technology is sensitive, intelligent sensors which can be mounted on interior walls, roof tops or telephone poles. Highresolution cameras and emergency pedestals can also be strategically placed throughout a campus. Together, these systems
create a layered approach providing both optimal situational awareness for first responders and instructions for students,
faculty and staff to follow during an event.
Placing sensors on interior walls in corridors, rooms and larger assembly areas with acoustic properties helps communicate
crucial information across multiple information systems. The double gang, outlet-sized devices mount on the wall of a building
with a few components that link back to a hardware/software server controller inside of the building, including microphones and
infrared sensors with rear RJ-45 PoE connections.
The sensor’s microphone detects the
unique acoustic blast of a gunshot while
the more sophisticated infrared sensor
picks up the flash of the weapon’s muzzle
and validates the initial microphone
detection within milliseconds. Some
models also have a wireless option. This
information is instantly delivered to
pre-determined first responders, campus
mass notification systems, camera
networks, faculty members and other
key personnel identified in your EOP. The
wall mounted sensors confirm a gunshot
instantly with 100% accuracy. Proprietary
software on the controller/server then
interfaces with pre-loaded floor plans
and EOP information which displays
the sensor(s) that have been activated
providing the location where shots were
last fired, regardless of building type
or size.
After verification, the predetermined communication protocols alert all identified personnel per Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) outlined in your EOP. Local law enforcement and campus security are also instantly alerted. The mass notification system
provides clear, concise guidance to people on the campus; whether it is to run, hide, barricade based upon feedback from the
sensors themselves.
Providing a mass notification eliminates lost time and removes any doubt that anything other than an active shooter situation is
occurring. Since the system only detects gunshots, security personnel can reference a lack of alerts to quickly suppress panic due
to false alarm or misunderstanding. If no alert is received, an announcement that there is no danger can be made. Students and
faculty can then respond appropriately based on directions provided by the mass notification alert.
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By aligning shot detection technology with existing camera networks and mass notification systems, security teams have a solid,
layered approach in-place ready to respond to an active shooter. Each of the technologies mentioned above can be unified into
one platform for maximum efficiency. Let’s take a look at a scenario that illustrates how these technologies work together:

1
The moment a shot is fired, messages are
instantly sent to key personnel identified in
your EOP.

3
If the shooter is walking while shooting, new
sensors will be triggered giving the response
teams an idea of location and movement.

2
Next, security personnel can be dispatched to
the location while the security operations center
continues to monitor and relay new information
being received by the cameras and sensors.

4
Building graphics can be instantly delivered to
law-enforcement giving them a heads-up of
what is happening and where the events are
taking place inside of the building, contributing
to their mitigation plan and concentrating
efforts in a more precise, intelligent manner.
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REAL WORLD EXAMPLES
In January, 2016, the sprawling Naval Medical Center complex in San Diego, CA was placed on
lockdown for hours after a solitary civilian employee mistakenly reported hearing shots fired
in the basement of a building. Six months earlier in July, 2015 a similar false alarm occurred
in Washington, D.C. at the Navy Yard. Yet another false alarm, from mistaken dumpster truck
sounds, caused disruption of entry gate access at Naval Station Coronado, CA in 2017. In each
of these false alarms, active shooter notification systems throughout the campuses would have
dramatically reduced fear, panic and lost time/wasted response resources.
Good intentions, hoaxes or even distractions to achieve other objectives are frequently the
reason behind many “shots fired” reports campus first responders may receive. In a common scenario, a civilian hears
what they think are gunshots in a building, then dials campus security from their cell phone and reports the incident
to campus security. This entire process might take about 15 seconds. In less than 10 seconds, assuming that same
building was covered by an intelligent shooter detection program, campus security would have already received an
active shooter alert and their SOP would be put into action. The campus security professionals speaking to the civilian
on the phone could simultaneously double-check their active shooter system and reply confidently, rather than
triggering an instant chain of precautionary measures that could ultimately end up as an overreaction to a slamming
door, fireworks or even a prank or misleading report.
Response to such calls while receiving zero alerts over the security system could vary and will ultimately depend on the
active shooter SOP response plan. At the very least a full lockdown of the entire campus based on a single phone call
from an unknown source can be avoided. Current manufacturers of such technology take pride in the sensor’s ability to
detect subtle nuances in the noises which distinguish between the sounds of a gunshot, regardless of caliber, and any
other sound.
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COMMUNICATION AND SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
There are several ways that lighting can be a valuable addition to any layered protection system on campus. Installing emergency
lights from the ceilings and walls of campus buildings can add important visual cues that alerts those nearby when the lights are
triggered to flash during an emergency. This is important in case audio cues fail, or in the event that nearby civilians are hearing
impaired. Using cost-effective LED lighting not only helps lower costs, but can also provide greater illumination to eliminate dark
spots, creating a deterrent for anyone using darkness as a cover for malicious activities.
More importantly, in the event of an active shooting alert, automatic or static
lighting within the threatened area provides the security team a well-lit area to
survey, either by camera or in-person. A networked Public Address (PA) system in all
campus buildings allows for announcements such “Move to the nearest emergency
exit now.” or “Do not enter the hallways.” to be made during a crisis situation.
Ideally, a combination of flashing emergency lights with PA announcements can
keep students, faculty and staff calm, organized and able to follow instructions.
Strategically placed cameras throughout campus can gather an additional layer
of information for first responders to analyze while establishing emergency
procedures. Hopefully, there is an Emergency Operations Center where theses
cameras and sensors feed, that can act as a control center ready to issue necessary
commands. By combining all the data gathered from sensors, cameras and
bystanders, the security team should be able to make an instantaneous plan,
utilizing building or campus schematics.
Next steps would include the security team reviewing those schematics depicting
where the shots were fired, creating an action plan and determining how to share
that plan with identified personnel, FBI, local leadership and hospital personnel. To
help expand the findings, specific digital tablets, phones and other personal devices
can contain preloaded maps and diagrams to give context to new information as it
comes in. These drawings can show an active shooter’s last location as well as what
direction they are moving. All the while, the PA can continue to provide instructions
on where to go and what to do.
One key benefit of active shooter systems is that they provides accurate, realtime data that can be trusted, avoiding conflicting or confusing information from
incoming phone calls. Simple data such as a solid description of the shooter via
camera systems can provide the first responders with the exact information they
need to end the emergency much quicker. These camera systems can be activated
or enlarged on a multi-camera video feed once the initial sensors detect shots fired
in a specific area.
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SAFEGUARD YOUR CAMPUS, STUDENTS AND FACULTY
The below checklist allows you to research and identify which of these systems might already be in-place on your campus, or
which may need to be installed.

Campus Safety Checklist
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP)
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
Active Shooter Detection Drills
Public Address System
Networked High-Resolution Cameras
Indoor and Outdoor Lighting
Active Shooter Response Plan
Intelligent Shooter Detection System

If campus leadership does not have these systems in-place currently they are assuming high and unnecessary risk — every
second counts in a state of emergency. With a complete system as described above:
• Personnel are provided with instant warnings
• There are no false alarms to cause campus populations or security teams to panic
• No time is wasted determining if there is a real emergency event or not
• No student, faculty or visitor puts themselves at risk by talking into a cell phone, placing themselves in danger by
slowing down their own escape, or even inciting panic by providing inaccurate data
Campuses need to be prepared for the unexpected. It’s important for facility and security teams to collaborate when developing
routine drills for students as well review their current EOP. In addition, the teams should review and assess current systems and
security solutions in place to make necessary improvements to prepare your campus.
To learn more about new technologies in campus protection, contact our Critical Infrastructure Protection Team: scip@wesco.com.
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